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A) Large magnifying glass with
5X magnification

B) Small magnifying glass with
8X magnification

These models are produced in
black plastic with plastic lenses
in individual cardboard boxes.

All magnifying glasses can be delivered with name and logo printed on the magnifying glass.  Minimum order for printing is 250 pieces of individual models.
The extra charge for printing is US$0.50 per piece.

ORDER NUMBER: FLASHLIGHT10X ORDER NUMBER:
MEASURING GLASS 10X

ORDER NUMBERS:

A) MAG6X
B) MAG8X

C) MAG10X

ORDER NUMBER: MAGSOL6X

ORDER NUMBER: OPENBRIG10X

ORDER NUMBERS:

    A) 7553      B) 7552

ORDER NUMBERS:

   A) 7552SB     B) 7553SB

ORDER NUMBERS:
A) 7529

      B) 7530

ORDER NUMBER:
PENTYPE 16X - 40X

M A G N I F Y I N G  G L A S S E S

A) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and 50X magnification.

B) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and 30X magnification.

Both models are produced in
black and clear hard durable
plastic and delivered in individual
black vinyl pouches in printed
cardboard boxes.

A) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and stand with 30X
magnification.

B) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and stand with 50X
magnification.

Both models are produced in
black and clear hard durable
plastic and delivered in individual
black vinyl pouches in printed
cardboard boxes.

A) Large magnifying glass with
6X magnification

B) Medium magnifying glass
with 8X magnification

C) Small magnifying glass with
10X magnification

These models are produced in
black lacquered metal with two
optical glass lenses in small
individual vinyl pouches.

A) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and light condenser
with 50X magnification.

B) Illuminated Microscope with
focus and light condenser
with 40X magnification.

Both models are produced in
black and clear hard durable
plastic and delivered in individual
black vinyl pouches in printed
cardboard boxes.

Pentype Microscope with focus
and magnification from 16X -
40X

This model is produced in black
lacquered metal with optical
glass lenses and delivered in
individual gift boxes.

Flashlight magnifying glass with
10X magnifications.

This model is produced in black
plastic and white lacquered
metal with plastic lens and
delivered in individual cardboard
boxes.

Measuring magnifying glass with
10X magnification.

The measuring glass has an
aluminium stand with a glass
bottom, showing millimeter
measurements. It is produced in
strong black plastic with optical
lens and delivered in individual
cardboard boxes.

Openbrig magnifying glass with
10X magnification.

The Openbrig magnifying glass
is produced in strong black and
clear PVC and delivered in
individual round vinyl pouch with
zipper.

Large magnifying glass with 6X
magnification.

Solid back - giving extra space
for company name, logo or
general advertising.

This model is produced in black
lacquered metal with one optical
glass lens.  Supplied in vinyl
pouch.

ORDER NUMBERS:

A) MAG5XP             B) MAG8XP




